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Who is this document for?

This document is for people interested in increasing the value and 
integrity of the data and information their organisation curates and 
manages. It summarises a use case piloted as part of the Information 
and Data Standard for Sustainability project. The ISEAL Core Metadata 
Set was developed through the Information and Data Standard 
for Sustainability project, led by the Forest Stewardship Council in 
partnership with ISEAL. 

More information on the ISEAL Core Metadata set can be found 
at: www.isealalliance.org/isealcoremetadata 

To review and download the ISEAL Core Metadata Set please 
visit: https://iseal-community.github.io/iseal-core/

The Information and Data Standard for Sustainability project was 
possible thanks to a grant from the ISEAL Innovations Fund, which is 
supported by Swiss State Secretariat for Economic Affairs SECO.

https://iseal-community.github.io/iseal-core/
https://www.seco-cooperation.admin.ch/secocoop/en/home.html


The purpose

The purpose was to inform individual and cross-organizational learning 
in the use of geospatial data and the application of data standardisation. 

Compiling cross-system or cross-commodity data has a variety of 
challenges due to incompatibilities and inconsistencies of data across 
systems and datasets. Clear definition and application of common 
schema, taxonomy and data formats can overcome these challenges.

By applying standard terms and formats, ISEAL was able to pool member 
data and create a common representation of members’ compliance 
results for a variety of sustainability issues.

This exercise was also an opportunity for the members to evaluate 
the potential applicability of the approach for their own system’s data 
curation and management protocols, and work towards the generation 
of new insights to inform their respective system’s business decisions.

By applying 14 of the standard 
data elements from the ISEAL 
Core Metadata Set, four ISEAL 

members compiled their 
assurance data to present a 
common representation of 

members’ compliance results 
for a variety of sustainability 

issues. 

Using certificate, location, 
and compliance data that are 

typically collected through 
assurance protocols, ISEAL 

members prototyped a multi-
system compliance dashboard. 
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The case in a nutshell

Four ISEAL Community Members (Aquaculture Stewardship Council, 
Bonsucro, Rainforest Alliance, and Roundtable for Sustainable Palm Oil) 
shared data for certificates within India and Sri Lanka with ISEAL for this 
pilot. The data was shared in a standardized format. 

ISEAL uploaded the data on ESRI ArcGIS Online, and in collaboration 
with the participating organizsations, developed a dashboard that allows 
sorting by sustainability system, sustainability criteria, and compliance 
outcome. 

It also incorporates summary data layers that aggregate results at the 
jurisdictional scale, and “heat maps” highlighting regions of high non-
compliance for specific sustainability issues such as forced labour risk 
and water stress.

All data and the resulting multi-system compliance dashboard remain 
restricted access. They are housed on the ESRI ArcGIS Online account 
managed by ISEAL and secured with password protection.

The opportunity for standardization

To contribute to the multi-system compliance dashboard, ISEAL 
members adjusted and mapped their system’s certificate and 
compliance data to adhere to a predefined data standard which enabled 
the cross-system data to be managed and visualised collectively. 

The approach applied 14 of the ISEAL Core Metadata Set data elements 
(including the associated controlled vocabulary lists), and defined 5 
additional fields (and associated control lists) that have since been 
added to the ISEAL Core Metadata Set. Ten additional fields, were used 
and data were reported using an agreed standardized format (see 
Annex1). 

Moreover, through the exercise, ISEAL developed a framework for 
aligning the four scheme’s unique compliance criteria into a common set 
of ISEAL criteria. 

To achieve this, the contributing systems first assigned each criterion 
in their main standard to one of the 17 Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) and a more refined sustainability sub-issue. If a particular 
criterion was associated with multiple goals or issues, the choice to 
assign a secondary SDG and sub-issue was provided. 

Compile 
compliance 
results for 
263
certificates

Use 
standardized 
metric

Criteria (104) 
from each
participating 
standard

SDGs (17)
General 

Sustainability 
Issues
(50)

Iseal criteria 
(24)
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Once the members had submitted this self-categorisation, the data and 
criterion specifics were reviewed to identify cross-system overlaps. A 
common set of 24 ISEAL criteria were then generated where significant 
overlaps were identified. The result of the alignment process was 
reviewed and validated by each participating member for their respective 
system and then all data were compiled into a final single dataset.

Once the data fields were agreed, members submitted an initial standard-
adherent dataset in Excel that was uploaded onto a secure group for their 
individual system in the ESRI ArcGIS Online account managed by ISEAL. In 
total 104 criteria for 263 certificates were included in the final compiled 
dataset. All participating members can access and view the final compiled 
dataset via password. 

The most significant effort was identifying and refining the criteria 
overlaps across the different systems and implementing the requisite 
data quality and completeness checks to ensure alignment with the data 
standards. However, now that the challenges have been explored and 
understood, this exercise has resulted in a proposed methodology for 
deciding criterion representation for a particular SDG and sub-issues. 

The decision criteria are based on 

• data availability, 

• data variability, and 

• similarities to criterion of other organizations under that SDG and 
sub-issue. 

Because a system can have more than one criterion that fits a particular 
theme, a process was needed to select the one that best represents the 
theme and is useful to visualize and analyse relative to the data of other 
members. 

Corresponding criteria 
from schemes

ASC criterion 4.1: *
Child labor and young workers.

Bonsucro criterion 2.1.1: 
Minimum age of workers (non-ha-
zardous/hazardous).

RA criterion 4.7: 
The worst forms of child labor are 
prohibited, including: …

RSPO criterion 6.4: Children are 
not employed or exploited.

Sub issue: Child labour

General Sustainably 

Child labour

Child rights and 
wellbeing

Iseal standardization criterion

8.6 Child labour

Example of criteria standardisation for 8.6
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Key lessons

The exercise highlighted how application of a common approach 
for curating and organizing data can enrich a variety of business 
decisions for scheme owners. Being able to visualize cross system and 
cross commodity compliance status improves risk assessment and 
management, identification of high value collective action options, and 
can inform jurisdictional and landscape planning objectives. 

This exercise provided the opportunity to test and refine elements for 
two content types (certificate and impact) of the ISEAL Core Metadata 
Set in a real data context. Despite being a small subset of member data, 
alignment and aggregation across systems can provide valuable insights 
to support decision-making at multiple levels (for the individual systems, 
across systems, and between systems and other actors). 

While only four members participated in the trial, the members are 
quite different and it was surprising to observe the level of overlap in 
their criteria, especially for certain social criterion. This suggests that 
with more participating members, it would be feasible to align their 
criteria to the same SDGs and sub-issues, and it is likely that new overlap 
areas and categories would arise to expand the framework beyond the 
current 24 common ISEAL criteria. 

This exercise used certificate, location, and compliance data that 
are typically collected through member certification and assurance 
protocols. These data are managed by sustainability systems as part of 
their daily business practices. ISEAL developed a data sharing agreement 
that stipulated rights and restrictions for the use of the data to allow 
data compilation and sharing of analytic and visualization results with 
the broader ISEAL membership and potential partners or donors.

Application of a common 
approach to curating and 

organizing data means 
that data can easily 
be compiled across 

systems, geographies, 
and commodities. This 

enhances a variety of 
business decisions such 

as risk assessment and 
management, identification 
of high value opportunities 

for collective action, and 
can inform jurisdictional 
and landscape planning 

objectives.
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Value to be derived

Using this approach to generate some form of risk / opportunity 
mapping emerged as the anticipated primary use. However, ISEAL 
members recommended several additional value propositions for 
applying the standards approach and consequent dashboard for 
visualization of results:

• Apply to inform planning and monitoring of jurisdiction and 
landscape approaches.

• Apply to identify cross-system or cross-commodities interactions, 
trade-offs, or synergies. 

• Identify trends through mapping conformities over time (as an 
individual system or collaboratively). 

• With additional metadata, cross-reference audit reports and 
support auditors use of conformity results to improve assurance 
processes and assess auditor / certification body performance (as 
an individual system or collaboratively). 

When compiling data for more than one system we can:

• Identify if a non-conformity is systemic or unique to a particular 
commodity or scheme to facilitate targeting technical assistance 
and, where relevant, develop collaborative strategies to address 
issues.

• Gauge the geographic coverage of performance for a specific 
thematic issue.

• Use the visualization to communicate the value of being an ISEAL 
member by presenting an individual system as part of a larger 
movement or network of systems tackling key sustainability 
issues.

 
Looking forward

This exercise provides a foundation for an aligned cross-
organizational common criterion framework which can be 
further tested and expanded. 

Participating members all stated this type of visualization had 
value for their system and associated stakeholders. Each also 
indicated that it was feasible for them to apply the standard 
approach to their full portfolio. 

Following review of the prototype dashboard in June 2021, 
nineteen members indicated they had an interest in applying 
the approach. 

It was agreed that the actors most likely to use the multi-
system compliance dashboard were the sustainability systems 
themselves, their associated certification bodies, and specific 
supply chain stakeholders. 

The academic research community was also identified as a 
priority user.
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Annex 1: Table outlining required data for the ISEAL multi-system compliance dashboard, including data field header, link to existing data 
standards, description for the data field, and indication of whether a control list is used. 
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Data table  
field headers 

IDSS/Dublin Core  
standardized field name Description Controlled List 

CertIsealId  ISEAL project generated id to code each individual certificate.  

MemberCode  ISEAL member code Yes 

MemberName is.identifier.schemeName ISEAL member contributor member name Yes 

CertCoverage is.certificate.locations Certificate coverage category. Whether a certificate covers single or multiple locations. Yes 

CertOwner is.certificate.ownership 
Certificate ownership type. Whether a certificate covers an individual or represents a 
group of individuals. 

Yes 

CertStatus is.certificate.licenseStatus 
Certificate status. Indication of the standing of the certificate in terms of the systems 
issuance of certification. 

Yes 

AreaAdmin  is.certifiedSite.adminArea
Certified site admin area (Ha) - describes area for offices, processing, and other 
administrative infrastructure 

 

AreaNatEco  is.certifiedSite.naturalSetAside Certified site natural ecosystem set-aside (Ha)  

AreaProd  is.certifiedSite.productionArea Certified site production area (Ha)  

AreaRest 
 is.certifiedSite.
restorationSetAside

Certified site restoration set-aside (Ha)  

AreaTotal  
Total certified / concession area (Ha) - Sum of AreaAdmin + AreaNatEco + AreaProd + 
AreaRest. 

 

Latitude  is.certifiedSite.lat
Certified site latitude location coordinates in decimal degree. Recording 4 digits to the 
right of the decimal provides an accuracy of 10m. 

 



Value to be derived

Using this approach to generate some form of risk / opportunity mapping 
emerged as the anticipated primary use. However, ISEAL members 
recommended several additional value propositions for applying the 
standards approach and consequent dashboard for visualization of results:

1. Apply to inform planning and monitoring of jurisdiction and landscape 
approaches.

2. Apply to identify cross-system or cross-commodities interactions, 
trade-offs, or synergies. 

3. Identify trends through mapping conformities over time (as an 
individual system or collaboratively). 

4. With additional metadata, cross-reference audit reports and support 
auditors use of conformity results to improve assurance processes 
and assess auditor / certification body performance (as an individual 
system or collaboratively). 

5. When compiling data for more than one system we can:

a. Identify if a non-conformity is systemic or unique to a particular 
commodity or scheme to facilitate targeting technical assistance 
and, where relevant, develop collaborative strategies to address 
issues.

b. Gauge the geographic coverage of performance for a specific 
thematic issue.

c. Use the visualization to communicate the value of being an ISEAL 
member by presenting an individual system as part of a larger 
movement or network of systems tackling key sustainability issues.
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Data table  
field headers 

IDSS/Dublin Core  
standardized field name Description Controlled List 

Longitude  is.certifiedSite.long
Certified site longitude location coordinates in decimal degree. Recording 4 digits to the 
right of the decimal provides an accuracy of 10m. 

 

LocDesc is.certifiedSite.coordDetail Description for where the latitude / longitude coordinates were collected. Yes 

Region is.coverage.region Continent/region Yes 

Country is.coverage.country Country Yes 

CountryISO is.coverage.countryAlpha2 Country ISO code Yes 

Products is.focus.products Certified commodities, products or services Yes 

ProdCode  
Product code. For multiple products, a code is selected for the major product. These can 
be adjusted in the future -- to do so first edit the CertMeta table and then regenerate 
product code in transactions using a lookup 

 

DateIssued  
Date last audited yyyy-mm-dd  
If do not have day, just include year and month

DataAccess dcterms.accessRights 
Categorization of level of data access rights allowed for the compiled dataset 
(confidential, internal, public, ISEAL Community).  

Yes 

DataLicense dcterms.license 
Type of legal instrument that specifies the standard set of terms and conditions regarding 
sharing and re-use of the data. If you want to publish your data you often define these 
terms and conditions or choose an existing license type to accompany your data. 

Yes 

CritCodeStand  
Criterion code that the standard uses (e.g. 1.2.1)  
(e.g. No genetically modified crops on certified farm)
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Data table  
field headers 

IDSS/Dublin Core  
standardized field name Description Controlled List 

CritDescStand  
Criterion code description that standard uses  
(e.g. No genetically modified crops on certified farm)

Yes 

CritSubIssue is.focus.sustainIssue The specific sustainability issue that the criterion addresses or represents.  Yes 

SDG is.focus.sdg 
The specific Sustainable Development Goal that the criterion that the criterion best 
represents. 

Yes 

Duplicate  
Whether an individual standard criterion (CritCodeStand) has been used to represent 
more than one ISEAL criterion code (CritCodeISEAL) and therefore more than one specific 
sustainability issue (CritSubIssue). 

Yes 

CritCodeISEAL  
Standardized ISEAL criterion code generated as part of the data compilation 
exercise. 

 

CompValue  Compliance value (1=pass/2=pass with non-compliance/3=fail/4=no data) Yes 


